CREATION - CRAFT ACTIVITY

You will need:

| Wk 1: Black sugar paper, green paper, blue paper, star stickers, planet stickers |
| Wk 2: Fish stickers, bird stickers, tree templates (below) |
| Wk 3: Animal 3D templates - link given |

INSTRUCTIONS:

Week 1 - Large black circular sheet (dinner plate size).
Put on top green circular piece to represent the earth. (tea plate size). Only stick centre piece so that trees can be tucked under next week
On that, stick curvy piece of blue to represent the sea.
Stick on Sun, Moon and planets etc... to go on outer edge

Week 2 - Using the template page, colour in the trees and then cut them out. Tuck the base underneath the ‘earth’ on last week’s craft.
Use the fish stickers to stick onto the sea and the bird stickers for the trees.

Week 3 - Make animals to sit on earth. Colour in the templates and then fold them so that they will stand up on the earth. If you would like to stick them, then cut an extra section beyond the end of each leg that can be tucked under and glued, or fixed with sticky tab.